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Winter storm brings headaches & fun to Institute
‘Nemo’ brought over two feet of snow to Cambridge and Boston, causing closures on Friday
By Jessica J. Pourian
contributing editor

Winter storm “Nemo” (as named by The
Weather Channel) swept through Cambridge
this past weekend, dumping 24.9 inches of
snow and leaving much of New England in disarray. MIT was closed on Friday, on Saturday,
and for the first two work shifts on Sunday. The
storm was the fifth largest snowstorm to hit
Boston in recorded history.
Winter storms are not officially named by
the NOAA. “Nemo” is a moniker given by the
Weather Channel, which has recently been
naming blizzards to increase their own branding. The name has irked many in the weather

business, but has caught on in local news, Facebook, and Twitter.
According to weather.com, Nemo’s strongest gust was recorded at 76 mph outside Logan
Airport, but the general wind speed was much
lower. The storm actually fell short of official
blizzard conditions, which require a sustained
wind speed of at least 35 mph while visibility
conditions are less than a quarter mile.
The Huffington Post reported that over
650,000 homes and business in the northeast
lost power due to the storm and thousands of
flights were canceled around New England.
Two people in Boston died from carbon mon-
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Early sophomore standing
Fewer freshmen accept offer than previous years
By Kath Xu
credit (including AP/IB credit),
Established
1881or by passing
Advanced Standing Exams (ASEs).
Staff Reporter

This year, 25.9 percent of freshmen were offered early sophomore standing, down slightly
from last year’s 26.9 percent. Of the 296 eligible,
134 freshmen have accepted so far. Offers were
sent out in late November by the Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education Julie
B. Norman. Although freshmen have until Add
Date, March 8, to accept, Norman does not expect the number to rise significantly.
To be eligible for early sophomore standing, freshmen must have completed 96 units
of credit by the end of first semester, including
a Communication Intensive (CI) subject and
the majority of the General Institutional Requirements (GIRs). Ninety-six units of credit
translates to approximately eight classes, or a
quarter of the undergraduate degree. Students
can obtain credit through either prior transfer

Freshmen who accept early sophomore
standing are assigned to a departmental advisor earlier than their peers and are not bound
the spring semester freshman credit limit of 57
units. In addition, early sophomores can begin
designating one subject as “Sophomore Exploratory” a semester earlier — meaning that the
student can see the final grade in the class before deciding to change the class to listener status, effectively dropping a poor grade. This is an
option available to sophomores in both semesters — those with early standing simply have the
option shifted a semester earlier than usual.
Furthermore, early sophomores are no longer graded on the second-semester freshman
A/B/C/no record scale.
“I believe the desire to ‘connect’ with their
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Early Sophomore Standing
Percent of
Freshmen
that...
...were
eligible
...accepted
the offer
Class of

27%
24%
20%
17%

18%

12%

12%

2012

2013

In Short

The UA’s shuttle service to
Costco, Target and the rest
of the Gateway Center in
Everett will begin on Saturday, Feb. 16 and continue
on a biweekly basis. A full
schedule and map of pickup locations (which are throughout
campus) can be found at http://
web.mit.edu/facilities/transportation/shuttles/grocery.html.
The UA Special Projects
Committee has partnered
with CopyTech to loan out
Costco memberships on a
weekly basis. Sign up in per-

basketball
team wins
The MIT men’s basketball team wins fifth
straight game .
sports, p. 16

26%

16%
12%*

*Students still have until March 8 to make a decision.

2014

son in CopyTech (11-004) starting Wednesday, Feb. 13.
The Association of MIT
Alumnae is hosting a panel
discussion on legal issues
for startups. The event will begin with refreshments and networking at 6:30 p.m. This will be
followed by a panel discussion
at 7 p.m. on Feb. 25 at the Tang
Center and is free for the first
20 students. This event will cost
$5 for all other students.
Send news information and
tips to news@tech.mit.edu.

2015

2016

Joseph Maurer—The Tech

A student jumps into a snow pile from the third floor of Novartis’ parking garage at
Cross and Albany Streets on Saturday. The snow pile blocked most of Cross St. across
from Edgerton House, and gathered a crowd of a dozen. About half a dozen additional students took the plunge into the loosely packed snow.

Nevin S. Scrimshaw dies at age 95
Institute Professor emeritus was a pioneer in nutrition research
By David L. Chandler
MIT NEWS OFFICE

Institute Professor emeritus Nevin
S. Scrimshaw, who founded MIT’s
former Department of Nutrition and
Food Science, died in Plymouth, N.H.,
on Friday, Feb. 8. He was 95 and died
of congestive heart failure.
Scrimshaw dedicated his career of
almost seven decades to the alleviation of hunger and malnutrition. His
work substantially improved the lives
of millions of people around the globe
— efforts for which he was recognized

it’s all greek to me
What does being in a sorority actually
mean? campus life, p. 14

accessible scientists
Meals with researchers and the general
public could be beneficial. opinion, p. 4

with the 1991 World Food Prize. The
prize committee cited Scrimshaw “for
his revolutionary accomplishments
over six decades, in fighting protein,
iodide, and iron deficiencies, developing nutritional supplements, educating generations of experts, and building support for continued advances in
food quality around the world.”
Scrimshaw came to MIT in 1961 as
a professor of human nutrition. In 1974
he was selected for the Institute’s first
James R. Killian Jr. Faculty Achievement Award, and in 1976 he was appointed as an Institute Professor, a

distinguished rank reserved for MIT
scholars of special accomplishment.
He retired from MIT in 1988.
Scrimshaw was the founder and
honorary president of the Nevin
Scrimshaw International Nutrition
Foundation and founder of the World
Hunger Program of the United Nations
University. He also served as a visiting
professor in the Friedman School of
Nutrition Science and Policy at Tufts
University.
Nevin Stewart Scrimshaw was born

of snowstorms
and snow-battles

diving into
research

See The Tech’s photo- and
video-chronicling of the
snowy weekend!
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Quite literally — at a
site off the coast of
Panama.
campus life, p. 14
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STAFF METEorologist

This past weekend’s blizzard blanketed our area with
over two feet of snow, creating
several shoveling and plowing problems for residents and
commuters in the Boston area.
However, this week’s weather
will be somewhat beneficial to
those who wish the snow out
of their way. Sunshine will return today, and temperatures
are expected to be comfortably above the freezing mark

during each daytime period
through Friday.
Together, the effects of
sunshine and relative warmth,
combined with compaction
and the melting effects of yesterday’s rainfall are projected
to bring the (undisturbed)
depth of snow to under 10
inches by the end of the week
— a considerable reduction
from the 24.9 inches that were
recorded at Logan Airport. Of
course, snow that has been
blown into drifts or plowed
into large piles will continue
to be considerably deeper.
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Extended Forecast
Today: Mostly sunny and windy, high 44°F. Winds W at
15–25 mph.
Tonight: Clear, low 28°F. Winds W at 10-15 mph.
Tomorrow: Mostly sunny with a chance of evening snow,
high 40°F. Winds W at 10–15 mph becoming calmer.
Thursday: Partly sunny, highs in the low 40s °F.
Friday: Partly sunny, highs in the mid 40s °F..
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ing of retaliation by the Turkish
government.
Turkey’s deputy prime minister, Bulent Arinc, did not rule out
a bombing or suicide attack as the
cause of the Cilvegozu explosion,
and said all possibilities were under
investigation at the border post in
southern Turkey’s Hatay province.
But Syrian rebels, who get military
and financial support from Turkey,
blamed Assad’s government for
the explosion. Turkey, which hosts
nearly 200,000 Syrian refugees, has
repeatedly warned Assad’s government it would not tolerate attacks
along the 550-mile border.
Reports by rebel commanders
and by the Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights, an Britain-based
opposition group with a network of
contacts in Syria, said insurgents had
met little resistance as they swept
into the Tabqa area Sunday, seizing
the dam and setting fire to an imposing statue of Assad’s father.
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BEIRUT — Syrian insurgents and
opposition activists said Monday
that rebel forces had taken control of
Syria’s largest hydroelectric dam, an
assertion that, if confirmed, would
give them significant control over a
vital reservoir and what remains of
the sporadic power supplies in their
war-ravaged country.
The Tabqa Dam, built more than
40 years ago with Russian help on the
Euphrates River in northeast Syria’s
Raqqa province, provides electricity
to areas that are both in rebel and
loyalist hands, including the contested city of Aleppo. It would the third
Euphrates dam taken by the rebels,
who control two smaller facilities
further upriver.
But the Tabqa Dam, which the
government once boasted had
made Syria self-sufficient in power

0°

The New York Times

Weather

By Vince Agard

generation, is considered a more
potent weapon in the battle for allegiances in the nearly two-year-old
Syria conflict. Rebel-held areas have
been systematically denied electricity by President Bashar Assad’s forces
in their effort to turn the population
against the insurgency.
Claims that the Tabqa Dam was
now in rebel control came as a possible new confrontation was brewing between Turkey and Syria after a
Syrian minivan exploded just inside
Turkish territory at Cilvegozu, an
important border crossing near the
rebel-held Syrian town of Bab al-Hawa, killing at least 13 people, including three Turkish civilians, wounding
at least 28 and damaging at least 19
vehicles.
The Turkish fatalities were believed to be the first related to the
Syrian conflict since October, when
a Syrian mortar shell killed five Turks
near the border-crossing town of
Akcakale, Turkey, eliciting a warn-
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By Hwaida Saad
and Rick Gladstone
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Flying on a commercial jetliner has never been safer.
It will be four years Tuesday since the most recent fatal crash
in the United States, a record unmatched since propeller planes
gave way to the jet age more than half a century ago. Worldwide,
last year was the safest since 1945, with 23 deadly accidents and
475 fatalities, according to the Aviation Safety Network, an accident researcher. That was fewer than half the 1,147 deaths, in
42 crashes, in 2000.
—Jad Mouawad and Christopher Drew, The New York Times

guages — Italian, French, English,
German, Polish, Portuguese and
Spanish.
“In today’s world, subject to so
many rapid changes and shaken
by questions of deep relevance for
the life of faith, in order to govern
the bark of St. Peter and proclaim
the gospel, both strength of mind
and body are necessary, strength
which in the last few months has
deteriorated in me to the extent
that I have had to recognize my
incapacity to adequately fulfill
the ministry entrusted to me,” the
pope said.
“For this reason, and well aware
of the seriousness of this act, with
full freedom, I declare that I renounce the ministry of Bishop of
Rome, Successor of St. Peter.”
Elected April 19, 2005, Pope
Benedict said his papacy would
end on Feb. 28. At a news conference, the Vatican spokesman said
the pope did not express strong
emotion as he made his announcement but spoke with “great dignity,
great concentration and great understanding of the significance of
the moment.”

Syrian insurgents claim large
hydropower dam

0°

Airline industry safer than ever

ROME — Citing advanced years
and infirmity, Pope Benedict XVI,
the former Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, stunned the Roman Catholic
world Monday by saying that he
would resign Feb. 28, less than eight
years after he took office, the first
pope to do so in six centuries.
A profoundly conservative figure whose papacy was overshadowed by clerical abuse scandals,
the pope, 85, was elected by fellow
cardinals in 2005 after the death of
his predecessor, Pope John Paul II.
After examining his conscience
“before God,” he said Monday, “I
have come to the certainty that my
strengths, due to an advanced age,
are no longer suited to an adequate
exercise” of his position as head of
the world’s Roman Catholics.
Federico Lombardi, the Vatican
spokesman, said the pope would
continue to carry out his papal
duties until Feb. 28 and that a successor could probably be elected
by Easter which falls this year on

W

WASHINGTON — President Barack Obama will use his
State of the Union speech on Tuesday to reinvigorate one of his
signature national security objectives — drastically reducing
nuclear arsenals around the world — after securing agreement
in recent months with the United States military that the U.S.
nuclear force can be cut in size by roughly a third.
Obama, administration officials say, is unlikely to discuss
specific numbers in the address, but White House officials are
looking at a cut that would take the arsenal of deployed weapons to just above 1,000. Currently there are about 1,700, and the
new strategic arms reduction treaty with Russia that passed the
Senate at the end of 2009 calls for a limit of roughly 1,550 by 2018.
But Obama, according to an official who was involved in
the deliberations, “believes that we can make pretty radical
reductions — and save a lot of money — without compromising American security in the second term. And the Joint Chiefs
have signed off on that concept.”
The big question is how to accomplish a reduction that
Obama views as long overdue, considering that Republicans
in the Senate opposed even the modest cuts in the new arms
reduction treaty, called New START. The White House is loath
to negotiate an entirely new treaty with Russia. Instead, Obama
is weighing whether to announce unilateral cuts or, more likely, to attempt to reach an informal agreement with President
Vladimir V. Putin of Russia for mutual cuts within the framework of the New START — but without the need for ratification.
—David E. Sanger, The New York Times

March 31. But, he added, that date
was “not an announcement, it’s a
hypothesis.”
While there had been questions
about the pope’s health and infirmity, the timing of his announcement — even by the Vatican’s official account — sent shock waves
across the globe, even though he
had in the past endorsed the notion
that an incapacitated pope could
resign.
“The pope took us by surprise,”
said Vatican spokesman Federico
Lombardi, who explained that
many cardinals were in Rome on
Monday for a ceremony at the Vatican and heard the pope’s address.
Italy’s outgoing Prime Minister Mario Monti said he was “very shaken
by the unexpected news.”
The announcement plunged the
Roman Catholic world into frenzied
speculation about his likely successor and seemed likely to inspire
many contrasting evaluations of a
papacy that was seen as both conservative and contentious.
The pope made his initial announcement in Latin but his statement was translated into seven lan-

The New York Times
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Obama to renew drive for cuts
in nuclear arms

By Elisabetta Povoledo
and Alan Cowell
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VATICAN CITY — Pope Benedict XVI’s surprise announcement Monday that he will resign Feb. 28 sets the stage for a succession battle that is likely to determine the future course of a
church troubled by scandal and declining faith in its traditional
strongholds.
Benedict’s successor will have to contend not only with a
Roman Catholic Church marred by the sexual abuse crisis but
also with an increasingly secular Europe and the spread of
Protestant evangelical movements in the United States, Latin
American and Africa.
The resignation sets up a struggle between the staunchest
conservatives, in Benedict’s mold, who advocated a smaller
church of more fervent believers, and those who feel the church
can broaden its appeal in small but significant ways, like allowing divorced Catholics to receive communion or loosening restrictions on condom use to prevent AIDS. There are no plausible candidates who would move on issues like the ordination
of women or ending celibacy for priests.
Many Vatican watchers suspect the cardinals will choose
someone with better management skills and a more personal
touch than the bookish Benedict, someone who can extend
the church’s reach to new constituencies, particularly to the
young people of Europe, for whom the church is now largely
irrelevant, and to Latin America and Africa, where evangelical
movements are fast encroaching.
—Rachel Donadio and Elisabetta Povoledo,
The New York Times

Pope Benedict XVI says he
will resign, cites ill health
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Roman Catholic Church
at a crossroads
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By Jonathan Weisman
The New York Times

Senate Democratic leaders are
closing in on a $120 billion package
of tax increases on the affluent and
targeted spending cuts that they say
would be large enough to put off
looming, across-the-board spending
cuts to defense and domestic programs for 10 months.
The package combines a new
30-percent minimum tax rate for income over $1 million with new limits
on tax incentives for retirement once
retirement saving reaches a certain
level. The legislation would also
eliminate some subsidies to agribusinesses and retain some targeted defense cuts, according to aides familiar
with the plan, which they emphasized could still be changed. Senate
Democrats will hash over the package at their weekly policy lunch Tuesday, hoping to formally unveil their
plan to put off the automatic cuts by
Thursday, just two weeks before cuts
of 6 to 9 percent kick in March 1.
Congressional Republican leaders have said they will not accept any
tax increases to shut off the so-called

sequester, which would cut spending
by close to $1 trillion over 10 years.
Sen. Mitch McConnell of Kentucky,
the Republican leader, said Monday that the Democratic plan was
designed to fail as a precursor to an
onslaught of attacks from President
Barack Obama designed to pin the
cuts on Republicans.
“The time has come to finally take
on Washington’s spending problem
in a bipartisan way, and that means
the president will actually have to
move beyond the gimmicks and the
taxes and propose real spending
cuts,” McConnell said on the Senate
floor, “because, I assure you, my constituents in Kentucky will not accept
a tax hike in place of spending cuts
already agreed to by both parties —
I suspect none of our constituents
would.”
The Democratic leadership package is considerably more restrained
than what many liberals wanted. On
Monday, Sen. Carl Levin of Michigan, chairman of the Senate Armed
Services Committee, and Sen. Sheldon Whitehouse, D-R.I., introduced
a more sweeping sequester-replacement bill that would close corporate

tax loopholes worth more than twice
the tax measures in the leadership
plan. Whitehouse conceded that
their bill could never pass, but, he
said, they unveiled it to prove “it’s
not necessary to walk into the fiscal
bandsaw of sequestration.”
“Even if one disagrees with the
American people, and sees these
egregious loopholes as somehow
justified, how can one argue that
preserving them is more important than avoiding the damage of
sequestration?” Levin asked. “How
are these loopholes more important
than preventing a recession caused
not by the ups and downs of the economic cycle or by the reckless behavior of financial speculators, but by
sequestration?”
Senate Democratic leaders also
dropped plans to include provisions
ending tax breaks for oil and gas
companies. Aides familiar with the
package said those provisions would
divide Democrats, including Sens.
Mary Landrieu of Louisiana and
Mark Begich of Alaska, both of whom
are running for re-election next year
in states heavily dependent on oil
exploration.

Partners of gay military personnel
are granted some benefits
By Thom Shanker
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — The Pentagon on Monday expanded benefits
to same-sex partners of military
personnel to include a range of services offered at posts and bases, but
withheld more expansive benefits
sought by gay and lesbian couples
— in particular medical and dental
coverage and housing allowances.
The new benefits are to become
available to same-sex partners of
military personnel as soon as Aug.
31 and no later than Oct. 1. They
include receiving military identification cards, akin to those offered
to any dependent but that will
be encoded to reflect a domestic
partnership.
New privileges would include
access to commissaries, gymnasiums, movie theaters and family support programs on bases and
posts.
Full benefits would require repeal of the Defense of Marriage Act,

a 1996 law that defined marriage as
the union of a man and a woman.
The Pentagon lifted the ban on
openly gay men and lesbians serving in the military but cannot recognize their marriages, even if they
are legal in some states, because
military personnel are federal employees covered by DOMA.
“Additional benefits, such as
health care and housing allowances, are by statute currently only
available to spouses and therefore
cannot be made available to samesex domestic partners of service
members under current law,” Defense Secretary Leon E. Panetta
wrote in a letter released by the
Pentagon.
“In the event that the Defense of
Marriage Act is no longer applicable
to the Department of Defense, it will
be the policy of the department to
construe the words ‘spouse’ and
‘marriage’ without regard to sexual
orientation, and married couples, irrespective of sexual orientation, and
their dependents, will be granted full

military benefits,” he added.
Criticism came immediately
from Sen. James M. Inhofe of Oklahoma, the ranking Republican on
the Senate Armed Services Committee, who released a statement
saying, “Once again, the president
is eroding our military’s apolitical
stance and forcing conformity onto
the rest of society by pushing his
liberal social agenda through the
Department of Defense.” He said
the decision “will increase costs
and demand for limited resources
that are currently available for military families, active and reserve
forces, and retirees.”
Gay rights organizations endorsed the announcement but
stressed that steps remain to ensure
that all service personnel are treated equally.
“The Pentagon took a historic
step forward toward righting the
wrong of inequality in our armed
forces, but there is still more work
to be done,” said Chad Griffin, president of Human Rights Campaign.

Afghan panel confirms
torture of detainees
By Douglas Schorzman
The New York Times

An Afghan government panel on
Monday acknowledged widespread
torture of detainees, after a two-week
investigation of a U.N. report citing
rampant abuses.
In a news conference in Kabul,
the panel’s director said its inquiry
had confirmed evidence that nearly
half of the 284 prisoners interviewed
in three provinces had been tortured
during arrest or questioning. The
inquiry also found that many of the
detainees never had access to legal
defense.
But even though the official, Abdul Qadir Adalatkhwa, noted that
the findings were serious, he insisted
that there was no evidence of “systematic torture.”
The findings were the first formal acknowledgment by the Afghan
government of a widespread problem with abuse, after initial denials
by Afghan officials when the U.N.

report was released on Jan. 20. In a
statement, President Hamid Karzai’s
office said it had received the report
and would discuss it in a meeting
with the judiciary on Wednesday.
The U.N. report, released on Jan.
20, found that despite intensive international efforts to halt abuses in
police and intelligence questioning
after a similarly troubling report in
2011, the problem had actually gotten worse, particularly in the Afghan
National Police. That force’s training
and rapid expansion have been overseen by Western officials.
Concerns about torture prompted NATO military forces to stop
handing over battlefield detainees
to Afghan officials in many places.
And the broader issue of detainee
transfers has been a lasting point of
contention between American officials and Karzai, who has insisted
on complete Afghan authority over
detentions.
The international Convention
Against Torture, which the United

States has signed, prohibits the transfer of a detainee “to another state
where there are substantial grounds
for believing that he would be in danger of being subjected to torture.”
Although rights advocates found
the panel’s finding on Monday an
important first step, they expressed
doubts about whether the abuses
will diminish without stronger government actions. Both the departing allied military commander in
Afghanistan, Gen. John R. Allen, and
U.N. officials noted at the time of
the report in January that they were
aware of almost no cases in which
Afghan officials suspected of torture
had been punished or even moved.
“It is significant, because it’s the
first time that the Afghan government is admitting that torture is
truly a bigger problem,” said Heather
Barr, the Afghan director for Human
Rights Watch. “The question is will
they actually do anything about it?”
Habib Zahori contributed reporting from Kabul, Afghanistan.

French plan to alter school days
draws protest
PARIS — For more than a century, the lengthy school days of
French children have been punctuated by a midweek day off, in recent decades for most children on Wednesdays, originally created
for catechism studies.
The long hours and peculiar weekly rhythm have been criticized
as counterproductive to learning and blamed for keeping women
out of the full-time workforce, as well as widening inequalities between rich and poor because of the demands they place on working parents. Yet the Wednesday break has remained a fulcrum of
French family life.
With all that in mind, the government of President Francois
Hollande recently issued a decree introducing a half day of school
on Wednesdays for children 3 to 11 years old starting in September,
while reducing the school day by 45 minutes the rest of the week.
In a country with a broad consensus in favor of shortening a school
day that typically runs from 8:30 a.m. to at least 4 p.m. and sometimes longer, his government expected the plan to be less than controversial. It has not worked out that way.
Instead, the edict has sparked a wave of protest from France’s
powerful teachers’ unions, parents’ associations and city governments, which say it was produced without their consultation, is
short on details and fails to address deeper concerns about the
middling performance of French schoolchildren compared with
their peers in other industrialized countries. Thousands have taken
to the streets in recent weeks in protest.
—Nicola Clark, The New York Times

A bipartisan team tackles
immigration
It may take strange bedfellows to pass a broad revamping of the
immigration system this year. If so, the Bipartisan Policy Center, a
research group in Washington, appears to have assembled some.
Two Democrats — Henry Cisneros, the secretary of Housing
and Urban Development under President Bill Clinton, and Edward
G. Rendell, a former governor of Pennsylvania — will join two Republicans — Haley Barbour, a former governor of Mississippi, and
Condoleezza Rice, President George W. Bush’s secretary of state —
to lead a new commission with the goal of prodding Congress to
act.
Also on staff will be Rebecca Talent, who until recently was Sen.
John McCain’s chief of staff, having worked on the immigration issue for more than a decade.
In a conference call with reporters Monday, it was clear that the
four leaders of the commission do not yet agree on the details of a
comprehensive plan to change the nation’s immigration laws.
Rendell and Cisneros emphasized the need to have a “pathway to citizenship” for the country’s 11 million illegal immigrants,
something that Republicans often oppose. Barbour talked about
the need for a guest worker program that unions dislike.
—Michael D. Shear, The New York Times

Testing of some deadly diseases
on mice mislead, report says
For decades, mice have been the species of choice in the study
of human diseases. But now, researchers report stunning evidence
that the mouse model has been misleading for at least three major
killers — sepsis, burns and trauma. As a result, years and billions of
dollars have been wasted following false leads, they say.
The study does not mean that mice are useless models for all
human diseases. But, its authors said, it does raise troubling questions about diseases like the ones in the study that involve the immune system, including cancer and heart disease.
“Our article raises at least the possibility that a parallel situation
may be present,” said Dr. H. Shaw Warren, a sepsis researcher at
Massachusetts General Hospital and a lead author of the new study.
The paper, published Monday in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, helps explain why every one of nearly 150
drugs tested at huge expense in patients with sepsis has failed. The
drug tests all were based on studies in mice. And mice, it turns out,
have a disease that looks like sepsis in humans but is very different
from the human disease. Sepsis afflicts 750,000 patients a year in
the United States, kills a quarter to half of them and costs the nation
$17 billion a year. It is the leading cause of death in intensive-care
units.
—Gina Kolata, The New York Times

In a replay for Connecticut, storm
comes, power goes
NEW HAVEN, Conn. — Few of the people parading around the
streets with snow shovels on Sunday needed any reminder of the region’s string of natural disasters in recent years: Hurricanes Irene and
Sandy, and a rare pre-Halloween snowstorm. But as parts of the state
dug out from three feet or more of snow, there was no avoiding it.
Connecticut was hardly alone in being buried in the snow, but
it seemed to suffer the worst of the storm. While much of the prestorm concerns centered on eastern Massachusetts, no area was
hit harder than Connecticut, where the town of Hamden took top
snowfall honors: 40 inches.
Five of the 11 deaths attributed to the storm in the Northeast
occurred in Connecticut. By Sunday evening, Connecticut Light
and Power said it had restored service to more than 60,000 customers. Fewer than 7,000 customers remained without power, most of
them in the southeastern corner of the state.
President Barack Obama signed a disaster declaration for Connecticut, the fifth such instance in the two-plus years Dannel P.
Malloy has been governor, a wearying tape loop of natural chaos.
With communities largely paralyzed by unplowed streets and
stalled motorists, residents in New Haven, Hamden, West Haven
and East Haven were warned to stay home Monday. Major employers have announced they will be closed. In some areas in the
eastern part of the state it could be several days before all streets
are plowed.
—Peter Applebome and Elizabeth Maker, The New York Times
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How meals shared by academics and the general public could
change their relationship
By Sam Shames
Staff columnist

One of the most exciting programs offered by MIT is the Undergraduate Association (UA) student faculty dinner program.
Taking a professor out to eat, on MIT’s dime,
is not only a great way to get to get to know
your professors, but it also shows students
that our professors are, in fact, real people.
Getting to interact in a casual setting helps
break the stereotype that our professors’
lives completely revolve around their work.
Scientists around the world face a similar
problem. The general public perceives scientists as emotionless creatures whose only
goal is to discover something important in
some esoteric field that has no effect on anyone’s life. Given that our future prosperity
is more dependent on scientific innovation

than ever before, it is essential that scientists
work to change their image and rally the
general public to support basic and applied
research. The first step is to show the general
public that scientists are not just obsessed
with their work. Like us, they have ambitions, goals, relationships, interests, and desires that relate to other parts of their lives.
Having scientists share a meal with the
general public is one way to break the stereotype. During the meal, guests would
be able to see the humanity behind the researcher. Bringing people together to share
food and drink is a wonderful way to start a
conversation and discover commonalities.
If a meal can lend someone a more complete understanding of the lives and goals
of scientists, then we will have made huge
progress. Imagine if this happened on a national or even international scale. It could

be the start of a scientific public relations
campaign, one that could foster a more productive relationship between science and
society.
MIT represents the face of science in
America. We have a responsibility to lead
the PR campaign. MIT has already shown
its commitment to outreach through programs like Under the Dome, Splash, and
other events designed to showcase science
for the general public. However, almost all
of these programs are aimed towards kids.
MIT should also focus on outreach directed
towards adults. Through a program similar to the UA dinners, MIT could connect
faculty members with adults throughout
the community who are curious about the
wonders of scientific discovery — a task that
goes hand in hand with the mission of the
Institute.
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Legwork by Gail Grabowski
Solution, page 11

ACROSS
1 Potato bag
5 Has sore muscles
10 Taverns
14 Barbell metal
15 Buy a meal for
16 Polish, as a manuscript
17 Blaze
18 Telegrapher’s __ code
19 Assistant
20 Grab hold of
21 Fleece-lined slipper
23 Hunt for
25 21st-century
26 Worked hard
29 Timid
31 Tiny amount
32 Julius Caesar garment
33 Jacket sleeves
37 Pigpen sound
38 Cockpit boss
39 Cozy corner
40 Soup vessels
41 Scarlet and crimson
42 Do figure-eights

43 Company head
44 Cellar’s fungus growth
45 Transfer, as computer data
49 Top-rated
50 Athlete’s protective
legwear
53 Agent 007’s last name
57 Ground-breaking garden
tools
58 “Santa __ Is Coming to
Town”
59 Cincinnati’s state
60 Suffix for kitchen
61 National bird
62 A single time
63 Underground plant part
64 Weight-loss plans
65 Tot’s “little piggies”
DOWN
1 Process flour
2 Opera solo
3 Wine-bottle stopper
4 Calf-covering legwear
5 Type of bank charge, briefly

6 Thief
7 Military-medal recipient
8 Toward sunrise
9 Beefy ingredient in
goulash
10 Part of a Lincoln costume
11 Stop on __ (halt abruptly)
12 Bus passenger
13 Back of a boat
22 NASA affirmative
24 Day before a holiday
26 “Knock it off!”
27 Threesome
28 __ and rave
29 Gelatin shapers
30 Self-images
32 Makes a knot in
33 Short hiking shoe
34 Freeway, for instance
35 Speck of dust
36 Veer off-course
38 Manufactured
42 Moral wrong
43 Piece of luggage
44 Tree trunk growths

45 Theater employee
46 Snapshot
47 Be dishonest with
48 Initial stage
49 Grownup

51 Jai __
52 Intense anger
54 “Yikes!”
55 Good-natured
56 Accomplishes

[1171] Perl Problems

A

WEBCOMIC OF ROMANCE,
SARCASM, MATH, AND LANGUAGE

by Randall Munroe

To generate #1 albums, ’jay --help,’ recommends the -z flag.

F
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Sudoku

Techdoku

Solution, page 11

9
4
4
8 7
7 2
3
6 8

Solution, page 11

7
1
2
1 9
5 4

4 5
1
3
8 7
8
2 1
3
6

120×

30×

2−

20×

15+

5

8×

15×

8+

2−

2−

5

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Techdoku II

[2879]

Solution, page 11

18+

3×

3

18×

5

6÷

2

page 11

20×

2

12+

19+

3+

12×

by Jorge Cham

5+

24×

5

3

6

15+

6

3×

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.
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Solution, page 10

48 Coverage, so to speak
49 Song conclusion
50 Area adjoining Greenwich
Village
51 Toward Poland, from 61
Across
53 Santa, in Moore’s poem
55 Resumption after an
interruption
61 Site of the world’s tallest
building, 1880-84
64 Desk fixture
65 Badger habitat
66 Confounded
67 Pitches everywhere
68 Back down
DOWN
1 Show little willpower
2 Ricky Martin tune
3 Defiant query
4 Always-open merchant
5 Hitchcock Presents story
writer in ‘57
6 Resisting
7 Inspiration to Napoleon

8 Free-diving alternative
9 Finish behind
10 “Congratulations!”
message source, maybe
11 Shellac or silk
12 Leaner’s point value
13 Frat letters
14 Urban network: Abbr.
20 Literally, “Children of the
Covenant”
24 It’s covered for strollers
25 Molded meat
26 Show willpower
27 Picnic paper’s destination
28 Mexican cowboy
29 Mideast financial center
31 B vitamin acronym
33 Pomology specimen
35 So it seems
36 Legal remedy of a sort
40 Become hard to get rid of
43 Genre of graphic novels
45 Road-trip starter
47 Local
52 Bug hunt
54 Allowed to run

F

ACROSS
1 Financially independent one
8 Clogs, for example
15 Visceral
16 Sundae bar selection
17 Less likely to split
18 Vain
19 Focus of a pioneering
Western film
21 __ Huguenots (Meyerbeer
opera)
22 Onetime RFK Stadium
player
23 French Sudan, today
27 About 91 yards of a
football field
30 UV Index monitor
32 Puck handler
34 Tee’s usual lack
37 Theme park leapers
38 Cut-and-dried stuff
39 Short race
41 Flying start
42 It may give you a lift
44 Quartet in Mississippi
46 Committed

56 Hard-to-please type
57 Wraps
58 Taken individually
59 Together
60 Fully recognized

61 Norm’s occupation on
Cheers
62 Fort made a National
Monument in 2012
63 Burbank’s locale, locally

[1166] Argument

A

WEBCOMIC OF ROMANCE,
SARCASM, MATH, AND LANGUAGE

by Randall Munroe

The misguided search for a perpetual motion machine has run substantially longer than any attempted perpetual motion
machine.

by Jorge Cham
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Saturday Stumper by Lars G. Doubleday
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John A. Hawkinson—The Tech

At the MIT-Harvard snowball fight held outside the Cambridge Public Library on Sunday, Harvard students prepare to launch an attack.

Tami Forrester—The Tech

Lindsay M. Sanneman ’14 and Omar A. Trujillo ’15 use a slingshot to throw snowballs during the Institute-wide snowball fight.

S N O W P O C A LY P S E
Joseph Maurer—The Tech

Saferide and Tech Shuttle buses sit idle on Saturday in their parking lot off Albany St. With the Institute shut down during the blizzard, normal shuttle routes were canceled through the weekend.

David Da He—The Tech

The blowing snow makes visibility poor in front of the Student Center on Friday and Saturday.

Jessica L. Wass—The Tech

Jessica L. Wass—The Tech

On Saturday afternoon, pedestrians walked among slow-moving motorists down Massachusetts
Avenue in Boston since in many places, streets were more clear than the sidewalks.

MIT Facilities worked through the blizzard on Friday and
Saturday to clear snow from campus streets and sidewalks.

Megan L Mansfield

Next House residents enjoy a day at the beach during this weekend’s blizzard. From left to right:
Daniel Martelly ’14, Eric K. Ruleman ’16, Colin P. McDonnell ’16, Felipe Hernandez ’15, Aleksya D. Aguirre
’15, Hannah R. Kempton ’15, Shante K. Stowell ’15, Benjamin A. Evans ’16, Ian W. Chesser ’16, and Halla
M. Moore ’15.

Kevin R. Baptista

David Da He—The Tech

President L. Rafael Reif and his wife Christine join the brothers of Chocolate City for a photo-op
amidst the chaos of the campus-wide snowball fight on Saturday in Killian Court.

On Feb. 9 starting at 4:05 p.m., crowds gathered in the snow-filled Killian Court for an MIT-wide snowball fight, organized by Brendan T. Deveney ’13 and Amanda C.
David ’13 of the UA Special Projects Committee.

David Da He—The Tech

A pedestrian on skis takes advantage of the unshoveled sidewalk by the Charles River Saturday.
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Snow challenges MIT and Boston infrastructure
Winter storm inspires snowball fights, even one including President L. Rafael Reif,
following campus-wide closure on Friday due to emergency weather conditions
Blizzard, from Page 1
oxide poisoning in their cars due to
the storm.
Despite the logistical nightmare
the storm caused for the administration, Nemo was met with excitement from students. The cancellation of classes and the two feet of
snow meant an extra long weekend
for students to enjoy. A campuswide snowball fight on Saturday
afternoon — organized by Brendan
T. Deveney ’13 and Amanda C. Da-

tracted around 400 students. Even
President L. Rafael Reif made a
brief appearance at the festivities
(see photospread, p. 8).
Governor Deval Patrick issued a
ban on motor vehicles starting on 4
p.m. Friday that lasted for 24 hours.
This was the first statewide car ban
since the legendary blizzard of 1978,
which had a snowfall of 27.1 inches,
according to the National Weather
Service. The order was given for the
safety of drivers, and so that roads
could be easily cleared.

Cleaning up after Nemo required an
enormous amount of coordination at MIT.
Plows were out and about throughout the
entire storm, and workers with shovels
cleared pathways around dormitories.
vid ’13 of the UA Special Projects
Committee, publicized by Course
6 administrator Anne Hunter — at-

“I give a ton of credit to the governor,” Chancellor Eric Grimson
PhD ’80 said, “It was a very smart

move.”
Contributing to transportation
limitations, the MBTA closed at
3:30 p.m. on Friday and did not resume operating until Sunday. A few
trains ran on Sunday evening, but
even on Monday not all lines were
operational.
The lack of transportation meant
campus staff who were working
shifts on Friday were stranded at
MIT. Dining halls were open, though
with less staff than usual, and many
dining workers in Maseeh and McCormick at least slept in those
dorms on Friday night.
Cleaning up after Nemo required
an enormous amount of coordination at MIT. Plows were out and
about throughout the entire storm,
and workers with shovels hovered
around dormitories, ensuring that
pathways remained clear. If you see
a facilities worker, be sure to thank
them!
MIT’s Outing Club (MITOC),

saw a spike in snow gear rentals
during the storm. “We ran out of
skis!” said David Lawrence ’14, vice
president of MITOC. A number of
students picked up snowshoes and
cross country skis for some urban
exploration during Nemo. Thursday
night, MITOC’s office hours were
“super crowded,” Lawrence said,
and the club rented out all 30 pairs
of its cross-country skis.

roads out more often after a snowstorm,” Lawrence laughed, “On Saturday I went skiing … on the Commonwealth Avenue mall. There were
ski tracks in the mall, and a number
of other cross country skiers out.”
Nemo caused the second cancellation of classes this academic year.
“I don’t remember in my 38 years
another time we’ve closed twice,”
said Grimson, “Even just closing is

‘I don’t remember in my 38 years another
time we’ve closed twice.’

Eric Grimson PhD ’80
Chancellor

“I rented a pair of skis myself and
went out Friday around midnight,”
Lawrence said, “I skied to Long
Wharf in Boston Harbor and Back
— all of the roads were in really great
condition for skiing with fresh powder. It was great!”
“I wish they would empty the

rare. … We close when the governor
asks us to.”
MIT initially didn’t close for the
blizzard of 1978, recalls Grimson. “I
remember it took me forever to get
to campus,” he said. MIT was forced
to close for the first week of classes
once the storm picked up.

Solution to Crossword
from page 7

An Evening with Jim Gaffigan
8pm Friday, Feb. 22
Kresge Auditorium
Open to MIT students, faculty, and staff
Free tickets available by lottery
through 5pm Wednesday, Feb. 13
shass.mit.edu/gaffigan
Sponsored by the De Florez Fund for Humor
SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES, ARTS & SOCIAL SCIENCES
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Watching Obama for pre-speech signs of change
New strategy for Commander in Chief leading up to the State of the Union address
By Jackie Calmes
THE NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — On Tuesday
night, the president will address the
nation and Congress on the state of
the union. But many will watch as
well for signs of the state of Barack
Obama.
Inside the White House and out,
advisers and associates have noted
subtle but palpable changes in
Obama since his re-election.
“He even carries himself a little
bit differently,” said one confidant
who, like others, asked not to be
identified discussing the president.
He is relaxed, more voluble and
even more confident than usual,
these people say, freer to drop profanities or dismiss others’ ideas —
enough that even some supporters
fear the potential for hubris. A man
who attended a meeting in December between Obama and business
executives was struck by the contrast with a tense and perfunctory
session months before the president was re-elected.
“To say he was a different person
is too strong, but he was someone
SMBC, from Page 6

Solution to Crossword
from page 5

Solution to Sudoku
from page 6

1
8
6
9
3
2
7
5
4

3
7
4
1
8
5
2
9
6

9
2
5
4
7
6
1
3
8

8
9
2
3
4
1
5
6
7

7
5
1
2
6
9
4
8
3

6
4
3
8
5
7
9
1
2

4
1
9
6
2
3
8
7
5

5
3
8
7
1
4
6
2
9

2
6
7
5
9
8
3
4
1

Solution to Techdoku
from page 6

1
5
3
6
4
2

4
2
6
3
1
5

2
6
4
1
5
3

5
3
1
4
2
6

3
1
5
2
6
4

6
4
2
5
3
1

Solution to Techdoku II
from page 6

4
3
5
6
1
2

6
5
1
2
3
4

2
1
3
4
5
6

1
6
2
3
4
5

3
2
4
5
6
1

5
4
6
1
2
3

who has won a second term and
isn’t going to run again,” said the
man, a Republican. “This was a relaxed, engaged president who very
genuinely wanted to connect.”
As the president prepares to outline his second-term agenda, it is
clear from these personal accounts
as well as his public acts, like his
bold Inaugural Address, that he
has shown an assertiveness, selfpossession, even cockiness, that

will he overreach, alienate some
Americans and cement the partisan
divide he once promised to bridge?
Obama is said to be aware of the
risks, although among his remaining aides it is not plain who might
confront him at any danger signs.
And Democrats say that the president, like many of them, believes
Republicans are more vulnerable
to overstepping politically by obstructing his agenda.

Inside the White House and out, advisers
and associates have noted subtle but
palpable changes in Obama since his reelection. He is more confident than usual.
contrasts with the caution, compromise and reserve that he showed
for much of his first term. What
is not so clear is whether Obama
can parlay this commanding selfassurance — borne of re-election,
hard lessons learned and Republicans’ disarray — into victories as he
tries to turn Washington away from
its obsession with deficit-cutting to
a broader progressive agenda. Or

So far Obama has carried the
day. Even before his swearing-in, he
had staked battle lines on taxing the
wealthy and raising the federal debt
limit and gave little ground, forcing
Republicans to retreat. On Tuesday
night, in the House chamber, he will
literally be in their faces, setting the
agenda on immigration and gun
safety — issues that were unthinkable only two years ago, when Re-

publicans had just triumphed in
midterm elections — and defining
a debt-reduction strategy that not
only cuts spending but also raises
revenues to allow government investments in programs for the middle class and small businesses.
“Obama is feeling his oats,” said
Donald A. Baer, a former aide to
President Bill Clinton and now the
chief executive of the communications firm Burson-Marsteller. “I
think he probably believes he was
cautious and hemmed in by one
thing or another in the first term,
and he’s decided he’s going to do
more of what he really wants and be
who he really is in the second term.”
With the crisis that defined
his first term behind him, and the
economy growing, if slowly, the legacy-minded Obama seems almost
liberated at being given more time
for unfinished business like immigration and climate change, and
new issues like gun safety, say those
who have met with him. Perhaps
most altered is his approach toward
Republicans. Obama largely bypassed them when Democrats controlled Congress, and then sought

compromise once Republicans
won control of the House, only to
have the emboldened party refuse
most deal-making with him.
Now the president is defining
a third stage in the relationship:
He has the upper hand after voters
chose his vision of government’s
role and responsibilities over the
opposition’s, and he is extending it
on his terms. He is counting on Republicans to join hands when they
see issues — like immigration —
where cooperation is in their party’s
own political interest.
But in responding, Republicans
are weakened by postelection divisions. Indeed, they again will have
two responses to the State of the
Union address — the official one
by Sen. Marco Rubio of Florida and
another from Sen. Rand Paul of
Kentucky, the Tea Party designee.
Republicans are left hoping that
Obama, like second-term presidents before him, will somehow
stumble and lose leverage. They
take heart that the party without the
White House typically gains congressional seats in midterm elections, as Republicans did in 2010.
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Institute professor Fewer freshman have taken
early sophomore standing
Scrimshaw dies
The 95-year-old researcher was a
pioneer in food science at MIT

Most freshmen stay within the credit limit anyway

Scrimshaw, from Page 1

major is the driving force for most
students to declare early sophomore standing,” said Norman.
“While declaring sophomore
standing means the students give
up the safely net of the freshman
grading scheme, I do not think this
is a disadvantage. It is just a fact.”
Holly B. Sweet, associate director of the freshman learning community Experimental Study Group
(ESG), agrees.
“Most students I know who
take early sophomore standing
do not exceed the credit limit,”
said Sweet, who also advises
freshmen in ESG. “They’re doing
it to get more connected to their
department.”
Clare M. Zhang ’16, who declared Course 3, qualified for early
sophomore standing by taking
many AP exams in high school.
She did not take any ASEs, but instead “took a lot of the HASS-related exams, which are luckily the
ones that MIT counts for credit.”
“Being able to take five classes
with 5.12 (Organic Chemistry) on
the exploratory option definitely
removes a lot of stress for me — especially because it’s not a required
class for Course 3,” said Zhang.
“Having an advisor in the department is actually really handy
because they’re specialized and
know what classes are good to take
and which ones aren’t absolutely
necessary.”
Melody G. Liu ’16 was offered
early sophomore standing, but is
still considering whether to accept it.

ES

TUDENTS
E S
’

“I’m at the freshman credit
limit, so there’s no point,” said
DiNinno. “I knew what I wanted to
take [spring semester], and it ended up being exactly at the limit, so I
had no reason to take [sophomore
standing].” Unlike Zhang and Liu,
he did not feel that having a departmental advisor would be significantly helpful.
Rashed A. Al-Rashed ’15, an associate advisor, pointed out that
early sophomores will also be
able to exercise the junior-senior
P/D/F option earlier. With juniorsenior P/D/F, students can choose
to register for a class and receive
a P/D/F instead of the standard
grades. However, he also warned
freshmen against overloading
themselves.
“Without the credit limit, it becomes very easy to sign up for too
many classes and overload. What
can sometimes happen is that a
student will take five or six classes
not because they need or want
to, but only because sophomore

standing is an academic classification. There is no intention of the
faculty to change the criteria.”
According to Dean Norman,
early sophomores as a whole perform well academically. In the
past, early sophomores have averaged about 58.5 units — only a little more than the spring freshman
credit limit of 57 units.
“I’d only recommend a freshman to take early sophomore
standing if they know they want to
take more classes than the credit
limit allows and are sure that they
can handle it. The credit limit is
slightly higher during the spring
semester for a reason — it allows
you to take four standard classes
alongside another 9 unit class,”
Rashed said. “This is an excellent
way to test out a potential major —
classes like 16.00 (Introduction to
Aerospace and Design) and 3.094
(Materials in Human Experience)
can be very helpful in deciding
whether or not you want to stick
with a certain major.”
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Early sophomores have averaged about
58.5 units — only a little more than the
spring freshman credit limit of 57 units.
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standing gives them the ability to,”
cautioned Al-Rashed.
According to MIT’s early sophomore standing web page, petitions to qualify for early sophomore standing are not allowed.
“Petitions are not allowed simply because one either meets all
the criteria and is a sophomore or
not,” stated Norman. “Sophomore
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“I’d really like to do a double
major in Course 2 and 12, and I feel
like I need a lot of advice on how
to arrange my schedule to do this,”
explained Liu. “There are a lot of
requirements in Course 2 and 12
that don’t mesh well together.”
On the other hand, Ethan N.
DiNinno ’16 chose not to take early
sophomore standing.

LU

In the 1950s, in association with
INCAP, Scrimshaw developed solutions for kwashiorkor, a deadly
disease that strikes young children.
Recognizing from studies at INCAP and elsewhere that the problem was one of protein deficiency,
Scrimshaw searched for an affordable, indigenous protein source.
Using a mixture of cottonseed
flour and maize, he developed Incaparina, which today is given to
80 percent of Guatemalan infants
to combat protein deficiency. Later, during a 1967 famine in India,
Scrimshaw guided the development of a similar food, Balahar,
based on peanut flour and wheat.
His approach to such nutritional
supplements remains the basis
for locally produced, lower-cost
foods to prevent malnutrition
in many developing countries.
Scrimshaw also created extensive
training programs in food and nutrition that have benefited more
than 500 scientists from developing countries, helping those nations become more self-sufficient
nutritionally.
While at INCAP, Scrimshaw also
focused his attention on endemic
goiter. He developed a method of
iodizing a moist local salt with nonsoluble potassium iodate, reducing
goiter prevalence in mothers and
children both in Guatemala and
worldwide. These results prompted
Scrimshaw to work with various
governments to require iodization
of all salt for human consumption,
alleviating endemic goiters in many
countries throughout the world.
In the 1960s, Scrimshaw conducted pioneering work on the relationship between nutrition and
infection — laying the foundation
for much of today’s research on
nutrition and infectious disease.
He later initiated the World Hunger Program of the United Nations
University in 1975, directing it and
its successor, the Food and Nutrition Program for Human and Social
Development, for the next two decades. He continued to advise the
program and edit its publications
for many years.
In 1982, Scrimshaw founded
the Boston-based International
Nutrition Foundation. The foundation, which awards fellowships and
supports research projects around
the world, aims “to build capacity
in developing-country individuals
and institutions in the areas of nutrition research, policy and programming so they can effectively
address issues of food, nutrition
and hunger in their countries.”
Scrimshaw said that during his

S

He developed
Incaparina, which
today is given
to 80 percent of
Guatemalan infants.
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Jan. 20, 1918, in Milwaukee, where
his father, Stewart Scrimshaw, was
a professor of economics at Marquette University. He received his
PhD from Harvard University in
1941, and his MD from the University of Rochester in 1945.
He married Mary W. Goodrich,
a biologist and nutritional anthropologist, in 1941; she worked closely with him throughout his career.
The family, including five children,
lived for many years in Guatemala,
where Scrimshaw was the founding
director of the Institute of Nutrition
of Central American and Panama
(INCAP). He led the early development of this institution from 1949 to
1961.

decades on the MIT faculty, the Department of Nutrition and Food Science came to “serve as a model for
other departments around the U.S.
and the world,” with its graduates
going on to serve as leaders of major international nutrition organizations and national institutes. “I’m
grateful for the tremendous amount
of support I received from MIT all
those years,” he said in a 2008 interview. “For me, it was a very happy
and productive time.”
Robert Langer, an Institute Professor who was recruited to the MIT
faculty by Scrimshaw, says, “He was
a great man and, in my opinion, he
had a great life. He gave me my start
at MIT, and he touched the lives of
so many people. The world is a far
better place for all that he did.”
Institute Professor emerita Mildred Dresselhaus says Scrimshaw
was “an MIT icon regarding nutrition, and a professor who [made]
MIT the place that it is.”
Scrimshaw wrote or edited
more than 20 books and 650 papers on nutrition, food science
and public health. He was a member of the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences, the National
Academy of Sciences, and the
Institute of Medicine of the National Academies, where he and
his daughter, Susan C. Scrimshaw
— a public-health specialist who is
now president of the Sage Colleges
in Troy, N.Y. — became the first
father-and-daughter
members.
His dozens of awards and honors
included the designation “Hero
of Public Health” by President Vicente Fox of Mexico; a knighthood
from the King of Thailand; naming
to the Order of Rodolfo Robles by
the government of Guatemala; the
Bolton L. Corson Medal from the
Franklin Institute; and seven honorary doctorates.

Sophomore, from Page 1

Scrimshaw worked
with governments
to require iodization
of all salt for human
consumption.
Scrimshaw grew lilies, fruit and
vegetables on his northern New
Hampshire farm, and loved travel,
visiting well over 100 countries in
the course of his career. He used
his knowledge of nutrition to create a regime of diet and exercise
that he credited with helping to
sustain his own good health. He
maintained his longstanding love
of hiking and downhill skiing well
into his 90s, often in the company
of some of his five children and
eight grandchildren. Family members said that anyone riding a ski
lift with him stood a good chance
of learning more than they wished
to know about their nutritional
status and eating habits.
Scrimshaw lived for years in the
White Mountains of New Hampshire with Mary, his wife of 71 years,
who survives him. He is also survived by his five children — Susan
C. Scrimshaw, Norman S. Scrimshaw, Nevin B. Scrimshaw, Steven
W. Scrimshaw and Nathaniel L.
Scrimshaw — as well as by eight
grandchildren, two step-grandchildren, and one great-grandchild. He
was predeceased by his brother,
Norman G. Scrimshaw, who was
killed in action in France in 1944,
during World War II.
Funeral
arrangements
are
pending. The family requests that
donations be made to the Nevin
Scrimshaw International Nutrition
Foundation.
Reprinted with permission of
MIT News (http://web.mit.edu/
newsoffice/)
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Barnacle eggs and mangroves
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Research complications in Panama

Emily Moberg

Emily A. Moberg G conducted tropical ecology research at a site off the coast of Panama, shown here.

By Emily Moberg
As Dr. Jesus Pineda leapt off the side of
the boat, knife in hand, I had the analogous
scientific feeling of “Toto, I have a feeling
we’re not in Kansas anymore.” I was out of
my depth — literally — since the tide had
come in and the water was several meters
deep. But let me back up and tell you how I,
a graduate student who prefers pixels to petri
dishes and MATLAB to measuring, ended up
on a boat with a renowned scientist jumping
overboard.

Our instructor
abandoned ship to get
the samples. I put on
a brave face and tried
to sound unfazed.
It was January, and I was with a group of
five other graduate students on a tiny island
off the west coast of Panama. We were there
to learn about how tropical ecology is studied and get some hands-on practice learning about the corals and mangroves there.
As a theoretical ecologist, I had some noble
thoughts about how useful it would be for
me to understand field ecology, the difficul-

ties of collecting data, sources of variability,
and so on; I was looking forward to getting
my hands dirty and feet wet.
Each of us was expected to come up with
a small research project, and several days
in, I had my heart set on understanding the
timing of reproduction in barnacles living on
mangrove trees. These barnacles are strange,
compared to the ones we see on Cape Cod;
they live up really high. Well, really high relative to my eye level, so about one and a half
meters up. The tides in Panama are pretty extreme, so these barnacles spend quite a lot of
time out of the water. We had this idea that
they probably link their release of larvae to
the tides, so they go out when the water level
is maximal and can return in a high tidal cycle so they can settle up high as well. Scrape
some barnacles off some trees, dissect them,
look for eggs, do some statistics. No problem.
The first day, we were delayed after some
other sampling, so we hit the mangroves
at high tide rather than low, and the trees I
wanted to sample were mostly underwater. It
was then that our instructor abandoned ship
to get the samples. I put on a brave face and
tried to sound unfazed as I called out which
trees to sample from my detailed plan. However, the complications with sampling in the
field weren’t over, as I had hoped, but rather
just beginning.
Back in the lab, I had to learn how to

dissect barnacles and what the difference
between a fully developed egg, an egg with
eyes and guts, and random orange goo was.
(It’s not easy! All of these things looked a little

ferent species were sometimes intermixed;
some trees had already been sampled so intensively I couldn’t collect more. In addition,
it was really hot out.

The experience reminded me how much we don’t
know and how hard it is to figure it out; biology is
complicated!
like orange goo to my untrained eye, and
some barnacles had goo that appeared unrelated to eggs at all.) Then, we discovered that
there might be some strong spatial autocorrelation in reproduction. Basically, if I had
scraped off ten barnacles in a cluster, they
seemed to be either all non-reproductive or
all reproductive; this would complicate our
analysis, because a sample of 100 barnacles
in ten patches might be effectively only ten
samples. However, I hadn’t learned my lesson yet about how complicated this was, and
my thought was, “Easy-peasy! I’ll come up
with a new sampling scheme to test for under versus over-dispersion!”
Standing out in the mangroves trying
to enact my spiffy new sampling scheme
was another story. I wanted to collect discrete chunks of barnacles, but knobs on the
bark prevented me from getting contiguous
clumps. The fact that the branches were circular complicated how I could sample; dif-

I hope you are feeling as overwhelmed
reading this as I felt. There were so many
scales of variability and so many factors to
consider. This was coupled with the fact
that we had the worst type of uncertainty
— unknown unknowns. We didn’t know if
inter or intra-tree variability was high. We
didn’t know how old barnacles were. We
didn’t know what the pre-cursor for eggs
looked like. We didn’t know how large their
radius of fertilization was, or if they tend to
self-fertilize.
Seeing first-hand hand how complicated
ecology can get reminded me of the importance of why we make models — to try
to simplify processes and understand how
components interact. But it also reminded
me how much we don’t know and how hard
it is to figure it out; biology is complicated!
On the flip side, I guess that guarantees I’ll
still have something to research sixty years
down the road.

a man who had vocally expressed anti-gay
views asked if she would be his lab partner
for a class they are in together this semester. She responded non-emotionally that
she was not willing to work with a person
whose views were full of hatred and intolerance. She also encourages pride in others. She has worked to make the chapter a
more open place towards homosexuality,
encouraging other girls in our chapter to
come out and encouraging them to talk
about issues surrounding sex and sexuality. To me, she embodies the best kind of
pride and reminds me a little bit of the U2
song by the same title.
Daphne demonstrates great courage.
Normally, the picture of courage is that

of a knight in shining armor, but I find a
far greater courage, and the one Daphne
exemplifies, is the ability to admit when
one is wrong and needs help, and further, to seek out help. Recently, she told
me she had decided to go to MIT Medical
for mental health reasons, and I was very
proud of her. It takes a brave person to
acknowledge they may need help and to
seek it, especially here at MIT where there
is so much pressure to be on top in every
aspect. Furthermore, she realized she
might have a problem and sought to fix it
before letting it affect her work; anyone

it’s all greek to me

Sorority identity

Looking beyond the aggregate
By Jennifer Selvidge
In Alpha Epsilon Phi we spend a lot of
time discussing who we are. There are a
lot of feelings about identity. But I have
given some thought to identity and the
meaning of sorority life and have come to
a fairly simple conclusion: sororities are
defined by the people who make them up,
not the letters they bear. I am so proud of
the women in my chapter, and even more
so to count them among my friends. I debated trying to fit something nice about
every single one of them into this article,
but decided not to because of space limitation. To that end, I will be talking about
a few (with names changed) to represent

the content of character of the many. Here
are a few:

I am so proud of the
women in my chapter,
and even more so to
count them among my
friends.
Emily is proud of being a woman; she is
proud of being queer; she is proud of being a vegetarian. She faces prejudice with
a cool head and heated dissent. Recently,

Sororities, Page 15
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Sharing stories of sorority sisters
who knows Daphne recognizes that
she is an excellent researcher and
student.
When I think of Hannah, I think
of forgiveness. I am exceptionally impressed by her, and hope to
someday be like her. She was harassed by some of her friends whom
she trusted. But she did not try to
get back at them, yell at them, nor
remove herself from their company.
She understood the consequences
of their actions and made sure they
understood them, but she afterwards continued to treat all of those
people who hurt her with love, trust,
and respect. I cannot possibly claim
that I would have had such poise
in her shoes, and yet she makes it
seem effortless.
Lacey has taught me about true
strength. We have talked a good bit
about her abusive childhood and
the deep scars it left on her. After
listening to her stories I am often
stunned into silence. I grasp for
words to say something, anything,

to make it better or even just different, wanting to lie and tell her “it’s
okay,” when I know full well that it
isn’t. I cannot claim that coming
from what she did I would continue
to get up every day, nor would I fault
her if she did not. I am impressed by
the grace with which she continues
to stand, when the earth continues
to pull her down, and the scars from
her past continue to sting. She too
reminds me of a powerful song: “The
Fighter” by the Gym Class Heroes.

At the core of MIT
AEPhi, it is about
people.
When I look around at all my
sorority sisters, I see amazing qualities. To me, this is what a sorority
is about. To be sure, MIT AEPhi is
a values-based organization about
philanthropy and community service. But at its core, it is about
people. People I respect and love.
Amazing. Exceptional. People.

Events 

feb. 12 – feb. 18

(5:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.) Under Pressure: A Forum on Student Stress — 10-250
(7:00 p.m.) Is the Man Who is Tall Happy?: An Animated Conversation with Noam Chomsky —
26-100

(5:30 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.) Innovation Series Event: Practical tips for successful exits — 34-101

Thursday
(4:30 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.) Starr Forum: The Fate of the Reset, discussion of US-Russian relations
— 66-110
(7:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.) Valentine’s Day Concert: Love Songs from the Great American Song
Book — 14W-111

Friday
(6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.) MIT-CAST Chinese Spring Festival Party — W20-307
(7:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.) Chocolate, Cheese, and Wine Night, 21+ — NW86, Multipurpose room

Sunday
(4:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.) Eastgate Presents The Wizard of Oz — Eastgate Penthouse Lounge
(7:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.) ATS Lunar New Year Festival — W20-208

Send your campus events to events@tech.mit.edu.

Royal Bengal
Boston’s only authentic Bengali Cuisine restaurant

Open Daily Except Monday
11:30 am – 11:30 pm
Lunch Buffet $7.95
Reasonably Priced Dinners

313 Mass. Ave., Cambridge
(617) 491-1988
T: Red Line, Bus #1 – Central Square

10% Discount on $15
(or more) order with MIT ID.

Free delivery for orders over $10.
Take-out, platters, and catering available.
http://www.royalbengalrestaurant.com/
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The people make
the sorority

*

Earn up to $2864/month this summer!

Program Summary MIT undergraduate students conduct scientific and
engineering research at Army Science and Technology Centers under the direction of
Army Scientists, from June to August. The Army host and student determine the
exact starting and finishing dates.
Professional Benefits
• Gain valuable research experience
• Build new professional relationships
• Access world-class research facilities
• Contribute to a team that is providing new, life-saving technologies

Disciplines of Interest and Project Content
• Most areas of science and engineering
• The Army Lab Host determines the project content and subject matter. The projects can
involve basic research, applied research, or both and do not need to be related to the ISN
mission or to nanotechnology

To view internship opportunities and learn more about this program, please register
at the website:

https://isn.mit.edu/internship/index.php

If you have questions about this program, or experience difficulty using the website, please
contact Marlisha McDaniels, at the ISN: mmcd@mit.edu, 617.324.4700.

*The Army Lab provides the intern's salary, which typically ranges from $2280/month to
$2864/month depending on class year. Under certain circumstances the ISN can provide the
intern with a supplement of up to $1500 to defray costs of local accommodations and travel.

The mission of the MIT Institute for Soldier Nanotechnologies is to dramatically improve the protection and
survivability of the Soldier and first responder through basic research and collaboration with the Army and
industry.
This space donated by The Tech

Do you want to be like Sherlock Holmes?
The Tech is looking for investigative reporters.
Do you like asking tough questions?
Do you enjoy nosing around and collecting evidence?
If so, we want you on our team!
join@tech.mit.edu
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Men’s basketball team wins

Upcoming Home Events

Engineers win fifth straight game, improve to 17-4

Wednesday, February 13
Men’s basketball vs. WPI

By Phil Hess

6 p.m., Rockwell Cage
Women’s basketball vs. Wheaton College
8 p.m., Rockwell Cage

Thursday, February 14
Swimming and diving vs. NEWMAC Championships
5:45 p.m., Zesiger Center Pool

A random sampling of people you’ll meet
during a typical dinner at The Tech:

Derek, Course 1
Sarah, Course 2

Annia, Course 3
Jenny, Course 4

Elijah, Course 5

Deborah, Course 6
Kali, Course 7

Austin, Course 8
Ian, Course 9
Joyce, Course 10
Sara, Course 11
Vince, Course 12
Anthony, Course 14
Maggie, Course 15

Chris, Course 16
Anne, Course 17
Leon, Course 18
Jack, Course 19
Stan, Course 20
Stephen, 21/CMS
Keith, Course 22

Meet your new pset support group

join@tech.mit.edu
W20-483, 617-253-1541

DAPER STAFF

With the end of the regular season
in sight, the No. 23 MIT men’s basketball team took to the road for the final
time in New England Women’s and
Men’s Athletic Conference play tonight, taking on a determined
Babson College squad.
The Engineers started
quickly and held a
26-point advantage in
the second half before holding off
a charge by the Beavers to win their
fifth straight game. William Tashman
’13 continued his strong play of late,
leading MIT with 17 points.
MIT (17-4, 8-2 NEWMAC) started
the game hot from the field, hitting on five of its first seven field
goal attempts. Babson (11-12, 3-7
NEWMAC) was the opposite at the
start, hitting just one of its first five
attempts. As a result the Engineers
opened with a 12-1 run, with Tashman tossing in five of the points, over
the first four and a half minutes of the
game.
Babson cut it to a 10-point affair
after a pair of free throws by junior
Matt Palazini made it 15-5 at the 14:12
mark. But MIT scored the next seven,
taking a 22-5 lead after a three from
Justin M. Pedley ’16. A layup by senior

Russell Braithwaite and a three from
freshman Travis Sheldon kick started
a 13-5 run by the Beavers over a fiveminute span that saw them get the
deficit back under 10 points when a
jumper by sophomore John Wickey
with seven minutes left made it 27-18.
MIT then ended the half the same
way it started, on a run. Over the last
two minutes senior Mitchell H. Kates
’13 led a 10-2 MIT spurt that pushed
the Engineers’ lead to 43-24 at the
half. Kates hit a three with 53 seconds
left and went on to score seven points
in that span to lead MIT into the locker room with the 19-point advantage.
MIT did not let up at the start
of the second half as it out scored
Babson 11-4 over the first two and a
half minutes. James R. Burke ’13 and
Nicholas J. Prus ’15 started the streak
with three-point shots and when
Tashman finished it with a free throw
the Engineers had extended their advantage to 54-28.
After hitting four of its first five
shots of the half, MIT went cold from
the field for the rest of the game. The
Babson defense held the Engineers
to just three of 11 shooting the rest of
the way, with two of the made shots
coming in the final two minutes. A
layup by junior Kenny Ross began
the Babson comeback attempt with
16:47 left. It took 10 minutes but the
Beavers shaved 15 points off the MIT

Picture Yourself HERE!

lead, coming all the way back to 6049 with 6:44 left after a made three by
Sheldon. Ross, Sheldon and Braithwaite combined for 19 of the 21 points
in the Babson run that saw the Beavers defense force 11 turnovers in its
comeback attempt.
Babson still trailed by 11 with 4:24
left, but it would prove to be as close
as it would get as MIT rattled off five
straight points. The Engineers closed
the game on a 7-2 run, with Tashman and Matthew M. Redfield ’15
hitting key baskets down the stretch
that helped the Engineers claim the
victory.
Tashman was one of four players
to reach double figures for MIT, with
Redfield and Prus adding 11 points
each, with Prus’ total a career best
effort. Kates contributed 10 points
along with three assists and six rebounds. Redfield led MIT with nine
rebounds as the Engineers claimed a
31-23 edge on the boards. Braithwaite
led Babson with 15 points, with Sheldon finishing with 12. Peter Foley led
the Beavers with seven rebounds.
MIT will return home for the final
three games of the regular season,
starting with a NEWMAC matchup
with Clark University on Saturday
starting at 3:00 p.m. Babson will not
play again until next Wednesday
when the Beavers will play a conference game at Wheaton at 7:00 p.m.
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